
Leighway retained their Ladies Premier title after a 6-0 victory against already relegated 
Eastwood. Lynne Swan, June Hammond, Susan Crompton and Mia Petchey made up the 
winning team for the home side, with none of them dropping a game. Kirsty Binstead and 
Laura Whiteman came closest for the visitors. Victory meant they beat East Thurrock to the 
title by four points as they lost just once all season. 
 
However, East Thurrock were able to celebrate winning the Mixed Premier for the first time 
as a 9-0 victory away at Fitzwimarc meant they pipped Westcliff by three points. Kesh 
Naidoo and Courtney Downey, Phil Tuffee and Caroline Felton and Natalie Smith and Will 
Sands all recorded hat-tricks, with Kesh and Courtney not dropping a game. Rebecca Terry 
and Alan Adkins came closest for Fitz. Success for East Thurrock here means they have 
done the league and cup double this season. 
 
In the division below, B & BP had two matches to finish of their season. The first was an 8-1 
defeat away at Fitzwimarc Seconds. Kera Lewis and Harris Foster won three perfect rubbers 
and were backed up by a hat-trick from Mair Dew and Oliver Smith and two from Mandy 
Holland and Peter Smith. Tamsin Collinge and Adam Cooper secured the point for B & BP. 
 
They then responded by winning by the same scoreline against SLH Rayleigh. Tamsin 
Collinge and Adam Cooper secured a perfect three rubbers and were supported by a a hat-
trick from Emma Clark and Daniel Potter and a brace from Wendy and Paul Hyde. The 
victory helped them secure third spot. Jan Watt and Joe Garnett got the point for Rayleigh 
who will be playing in the Mixed Second division next season. 
 
Finally, Phoenix Flames edged out Eastwood 4-2 to finish runners-up in the Masters 
Premier. Tim Baskett won all three of his rubbers for Phoenix with Mandie Breed and Sara 
Thompson getting the other for victory. John Kindred helped Eastwood to their two points as 
they finish third after promotion last season. 

 
Player of the Week - Harris Foster 
Team of the Week - East Thurrock 
 
 


